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On Projecting Causality 
Wei-Tien Dylan Tsai 

Abstract 
An important aspect of the cartographic approach concerns its attempt to “syntacticize 
as much as possible the interpretive domains” (cf. Cinque & Rizzi 2008: 52). This move 
begs the question “syntax preempts semantics and pragmatic, but how?”. One way to 
think of the issue is to build a loosely organized syntactic hierarchy based upon the 
“height of interpretation”, a term borrowed from Hacquard (2006). As Ramchand and 
Svenonius (2014) shows, the traditional C-T-V split of a sentence structure may well 
reflect the ontological arrangement of proposition-situation-event (see also Platzack 
2000; Wiltschko 2014). On the other hand, the cause-process-result hierarchy encoded 
by the first phase syntax in Ramchand’s (2008) sense is often extended beyond the vP 
periphery, manifesting itself up to the CP domain in Chinese, presumably due to its 
robust analyticity (cf. Huang 2015, Tsai 2015a,b). In this paper, we are interested in 
combining the insights from both projects, and see how the notion of causality can be 
projected along the clausal spine. This in turn may well provide us a window into how 
“internalization” works to encode our conception/perception of this world into syntactic 
cartography. A most revealing case comes from the four types of how-construals below: 

 
(1) zhe-jian  shi,  ta chuli-de  zenme.yang?  
 this-Cl matter  he handle-Res how.manner 
 ‘How (well) did he handle this matter?’ [resultative: predicate] 
(2) zhe-jian  shi,  ta hui zenme(yang) chuli? 
 this-Cl matter  he will how(manner) handle 
 ‘How will he handle this matter?’ [instrumental: bare PP] 
(3) zhe-jian  shi,  ta zenme(*yang)  hui  zhe.yang 
 chuli? 
 this-Cl matter  he how(manner)  will this.manner handle 
 ‘How come he would handle this matter in such a manner?’ [causal: adverb] 
(4) zhe-jian  shi,  zenme(*yang)  ta hui zhe.yang 
 chuli?! 
 this-Cl matter  how(manner)  he will this.manner handle 
 ‘How could he handle this matter in such a manner?!’ [disapproval: adverb] 
 ≈ ‘He shouldn’t handle this matter in such a manner!’ 
 
We may thus sketch a coarse-grained hierarchy of zenme(yang) ‘how(manner)’: 
 
(5) The height of interpretation for how-construals: (>: c-command, scope over) 
 disapproval how > causal how > instrumental how > resultative how 
 
An often overlooked aspect of this picture is that there is a gray area between the left 
periphery and the vP periphery (cf. Belletti 2005; Paul 2005; Tsai 2015). As illustrated 
in (6), with a non-agentive subject, it is impossible for zenme(yang) ‘how(manner)’ to 
be construed as instrumental. On the other hand, it is under the cleft-focus (i.e., within 
the scope of the focus marker shi ‘be’), and not subject to the causal interpretation. 
What is at issue here is “the process/way by which weed grew in the field”. We will 
show that this type of construals lends substantial support to an active domain of 
Tense/Situation in Chinese. 
 
(6) tianli shi zenme(yang)  zhang-chu zacao de? 
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 field.in be how(manner)  grow-out weed DE 
 ‘How is it that weed grew in the field?’ [process/way] 

Another core issue to explore is how the following three types of (perception-
driven) causal relations can be accommodated in our model of internalization (cf. Shen 
1985; Reinhart 2003): 
 
I. X Causes Y if X is the sufficient condition (or biconditional) to Y. 
II. X Enables Y if X is an external event which is a necessary condition to Y. 
III. X Motivates Y if X is the mental state which is a necessary condition to Y. 
 
A purpose why like wei(-le) shenme ‘for what’ in (7) best embodies the Motivate 
relation, while a reason why such as weishenme in (8) instantiates the Enable relation. 
As for the Cause relation, how come and causal zenme ‘how’ in (3) seems to fit the 
description very well. 
 
(7) renmen hui wei(-le) shenme  tingerzouxian? 
 people will for(-LE) what  take.a.risk 
 ‘For what (purpose) will people take a risk?’ [purpose: PP] 
(8) renmen weishenme hui zishao? 
 people why   will self.kill 
 ‘Why would people kill themselves?’ [reason: adverb] 
 

A cross-linguistic parallel can be found in English short questions (9a,b), where 
the inversion appears to trigger peripheral construals such as causal or disapproval: 
 
(9) a. For what? [purpose, reason] 
 b. What for?! [causal, disapproval] 
(10) They told me how the tooth fairy doesn’t really exist. 

≈ They told me that the tooth fairy doesn’t really exist. 
 
Furthermore, how can be used as a complementizer merged directly to the CP domain, 
scoping over a proposition, as exemplified by (10) (cf. Legate 2010). The height of 
interpretation again blocks the adjunct reading, and ensure an interpretation like “the 
way it is” is in place. 
 All these observations point to the conclusion that there are many facets of this 
internalization process of encoding and projecting causality in both conceptual and 
perceptual terms. It may not be part of UG, but surely lay grounds for semantic 
composition and pragmatic reasoning by providing guidelines for sentence-building. 
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